Abstract-The Q R decomposition, recursive least squares (QRD RLS) algorithm is one of the most promising RLS algorithms, due to its robust numerical stability and suitability for VLSI implementation based on a systolic array architecture. Up to now, among many techniques to implement the QR decomposition, only the Givens rotation and modified GramSchmidt methods have been successfully applied to the development of the QRD RLS systolic array. It is well known that Householder transformation (HT) outperforms the Givens rotation method under finite precision computations. Presently, there is no known technique to implement the HT on a systolic array architecture. In this paper, we propose a systolic block Householder transformation (SBHT) approach, to implement the HT on a systolic array as well as its application to the RLS algorithm. Since the data is fetched in a block manner, vector operations are in general required for the vectorized array. However, a modified HT algorithm permits a two-level pipelined implementation of the SBHT systolic array at both the vector and word levels. The throughput rate can be as fast as that of the Givens rotation method. Our approach makes the HT amenable for VLSI implementation as well as applicable to real-time high throughput applications of modern signal processing. The constrained RLS problem using the SBHT RLS systolic array is also considered in this paper.
precision implementation as summarized in [2] . This may lead to a divergence of the computations of the RLS algorithm [2] . A new type of systolic algorithm based on the QR decomposition (QRD), known as the QRD RLS, was first proposed by McWhirter in [ 181. This algorithm is one of the most promising algorithms in that it is numerically stable [ l] , [ 121 as well as suitable for parallel processing implementation on a systolic array 161, [ 
181.
Up to now, most of the QRD RLS implementations were based on the Givens rotation method and modified Gram-Schmidt method, which are both rank-1 update approaches 121, [4] , 171, [13] , [16] , [18] , [9] . It is well known that the Householder transformation (HT), which is a rank-k update approach, is one of the most computationally efficient methods to compute QRD. The error analysis carried out by Wilkinson 1261, [8] showed that the HT outperforms the Givens method under finite precision computations. Presently, there is no known technique to implement the HT on a systolic array parallel processing architecture, since there is a belief that nonlocal connections in the implementation are necessary due to the vector processing nature of the Householder transformation. One of the purposes of this paper is to show that we can implement the HT on a systolic array with only local connections. Thus, it is amenable to VLSI implementation and is applicable to real-time high throughput applications of modem signal processing.
In this paper, we first propose a systolic Householder algorithm called a systolic block Householder transformation (SBHT) to compute the QRD with an implementation on a vectorized systolic array. Then a RLS algorithm based on the SBHT called SBHT RLS algorithm is proposed to perform RLS operations on the array. We shall show that the SBHT array and the SBHT RLS array are generalizations of Gentleman-Kung's QRD array [4] and McWhirter's QRD RLS systolic array 1181 (see Fig.  l ), respectively. The difficulty in the applications of the above arrays is mainly due to the vectorized operations of the processing cells. This results in a high cell complexity as well as a high I/O bandwidth. By using a modified HT algorithm proposed by Tsao 12.51, a two-level pipelined implementation of the SBHT RLS algorithm can be achieved. That is, the algorithm is pipelined at the vector level as well as at the word level. The complexity of the processing cell and the I/O bandwidth are thus reduced. In general, the cell complexity of the SBHT array is higher and the system latency is longer than that of the conventional Givens rotation implementations, With the twolevel pipelined implementation, the throughput of the SBHT RLS systolic array is as fast as that of McWhirter's Givens rotation array, and it offers better numerical stability than the Givens method. In addition, an extension of the SBHT RLS array to MVDR beamformation, which is a constrainted RLS problem, is also considered. In Section 11, a brief review of the QRD RLS algorithm is given. In Section 111, the SBHT is presented, while the SBHT RLS algorithm is considered in Section IV. The two-level pipelined implementation of the SBHT RLS systolic array is discussed in Section V. In Section VI, the constrained RLS problem is applied to the MVDR beamformation, using an extension of the SBHT RLS array. Finally, the systolic array for the hyperbolic Householder transformation is considered in Section VI1 and a conclusion is given in Section VIII.
QRD RLS ALGORITHM
A full rank m X p, m > p , rectangular matrix X can be uniquely factorized into two matrices Q and R such that X = Q R , where Q is an m x p matrix with orthonormal columns and R is a p X p upper triangular matrix.
Several different approaches of the QRD systolic arrays have been proposed by Gentleman and Kung [4] , Heller and Ipsen [7] , Luk [ 161, Ling et al. [ 131, and Kalson and Yao [9] . The first three approaches are based on the Givens rotations methods, while the last two are based on the modified Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization. Given an m X 1 vectory, the LS problem is to minimize the norm of the residual vector E IIW)ll = IIX(m)w(m) -y(m)II by choosing an optimal weight vector w. If the matrix X and vector y grow in time, then the problem of minimizing the norm of the residual vector recursively becomes the RLS problem. Until recently, it appears that only Givens and modified Gram-Schmidt methods have been considered for RLS computations. Some recent RLS problems based upon the use of Householder transformation have appeared [3] , [ 151. In [ 181, McWhirter showed that a QRD RLS systolic array, which was based on the Gentleman-Kung array, can be designed without first computing the weight vector of the RLS problem. This approach is useful for high throughput applications in various modem signal processing problems such as adaptive filtering and beamforming since optimal residuals are of direct interest while the weight vector needs not be computed. The basic idea of the QRD RLS systolic array in [ 181 is to update the p X p matrix R using a sequence of Givens rotation matrices when a new row of data arrives. where k is the block size and p is the order (i.e., number of columns) of the system.
For a rank-k update QA have
then we have 111. SYSTOLIC BLOCK HOUSEHOLDER TRANSFORMATION The Givens rotation method discussed above is a rank-1 update approach since each input consists of one row of data. For the systolic block Householder transformation (SBHT), we need a block data formulation. Denote the data matrix as
If we can find a matrix H(n) such that
then the new Q(n) is Q(n) = H(n)Qk(n -1). and the desired response vector as
An n x n Householder transformation matrix T is of the form where z E a'' [SI. When a vector x is multiplied by T , it is reflected in the hyperplane defined by span{z}'.
Choosing z = x f Ilxl12el, where el = [ l , 0, 0, . * * , 01 E a", then x is reflected onto e, by T as
That is, all of the energy of x is reflected onto the unit vector el after the transformation. We can zero out XTby applying successive Householder transformations as where XT is the k x p ith data block matrix 
where each H'"(n) represents a Householder transformation which zeros out the ith column of the updated X l ,
i.e x ( I -I )
.) n,r .
To obtain H"'(n), denote where r I I is the (1, 1) element of R(n -l), a:
where h$'>(n) is a scalar, h\:)(n) is a k x 1 vector, h$:'(n) = h\i'(n), and H$\'(n) is a k X k matrix given by
with u:l = llzlll: = 2(a: -U , r l l ) . Define G I = a: u1 r I I .
(15) can be rewritten in a form without multiplication of the number 2 as
where H{y'(n) E CRp x p is an identity matrix except for the mth diagonal entry; H\;)(n) E Elpxk is a zero matrix except for the mth row; Hfy'(n) = H{yjT(n); and is symmetric with $, , = U ; -amrmln, where U ; = r i m +
\lxFl;
It can be easily seen that H(l;)(n)H$Jl'(n) = 0, H t ? ( n ) H g ' ( n ) = 0, for Vi # j . Thus we have the following lemma.
Lemma 1: The Householder transformation matrix, H ( n ) E CRnk ", is orthogonal and is of the form (18) with
For the block size of k = 1 the Givens rotation method reduces to the special case of the rank-1 update Householder transformation [ 5 ] , and the H matrix in Lemma 1 becomes a Givens rotation matrix G of the form [ 181
where K(n) is a p X p matrix, h(n) is a p x 1 vector, and y(n) is a scalar given by y(n) = IIf= c, ( n ) , n 2 p where c, (n) is the cosine parameter associated with the ith Givens rotation.
A. Vectorized SBHT QRD Systolic Array
Now we propose a vectorized systolic array to implement the QRD based on the SBHT. Similar to the QR triarray of Gentleman-Kung [4] , this array has both boundary and internal cells. The boundary cell takes an input of block size k from the above internal processor or directly from the input port, updates its content and generates the reflection vector, and sends it to the right for the internal cell processing (see Fig. 2(a) ). Define and sends the reflected data x,,, downward for further processing. Fig. 2 shows the SBHT QRD array architecture and the processing cells. When the block size is k = 1 , this vectorized array degenerates to the GentlemanKung's Givens rotation triarray .
IV. SBHT RLS ALGORITHM
(Sip, such that the block-forgetting norm of
The LS problem is to choose a weight vector w ( n ) E is minimized. The optimal weight vector $(n) satisfies
W where Ak(n) is a block-diagonal exponential weighting matrix of the form
The exponential forgetting weighting X is incorporated in the RLS filtering scheme to avoid overflow in the processors as well as to facilitate nonstationary data updating. The QRD of the weighted augmented data matrix at time n (in the block sense, it is equivalent to nk snapshots), is given by where constitutes an orthogonal transformation matrix with Q, (n) E (Rp nk spanning the column space of the weighted data matrix A,(n)X(n) and Q2(n) E ( R ( n k -p ) x n k spanning the null space, R(n) E (Sip x p is an upper triangular matrix and Q(n>y(n> = I::::].
The optimal weight vector can be obtained by solving
which lies in the null space of the weighted data matrix. Now, suppose we have the data matrix up to time n -
recursive LS problem here is to compute efficiently the optimum residual at time n from the results we have at time n -1. In particular, we are interested in the new nth block of the optimal residual
From (8), (9), and (18), (26) can be expressed as : 0 i ~q 95 
I
We can see that Q2(n) is updated from Q l ( n -1) and Q2(n -1) by On the other hand, the updated [uT(n), U '(n)]' is where Therefore, from (28), (31), and (32), the weighted optimal residual vector can be obtained from parameters at time n -1 by
where e(mln) denotes the estimate of e at time m, m 5 n , given all of the data up to time n. The new nth block of the optimal residual is then obtained as [ By recursion on n, we relate Q(n) and Q(n -1) using (10) and have C,(n) = -Hl*(n)u, = -H g ( n ) H $ ) ( n ) * -H:P,'(n)v,.
(35)
For the block size of k = 1, all vector parameters in (35) become scalars and can be expressed as P which was first shown by McWhirter in [18]. Note that there are some differences between the optimal residuals estimated by SBHT and Givens rotation methods. To be specific, the optimal residual vector in (35) 
A . Vectorized SBHT RLS Array
In order to obtain the RLS filtering residual vector in the systolic array, we can use two possible approaches. The first approach is to generalize the architecture of McWhirter's Givens rotation approach [ 181. A SBHT QRD array with a RA based on this approach is shown in Fig. 3 . Since the U , in (33) results from the reflection computation in ( 3 2 ) , therefore U , is obtained naturally from the output of RA. Each boundary cell then forms the matrix Hid and propagates it down the diagonal boundary cells. Since H t i is generated earlier than H g ) for i < j , (35) has to be computed from left to right involving matrix-matrix multiplications. As a result, each boundary cell performs the matrix multiplication to accumulate Hi;) when it is propagated down diagonal boundary cells.
The matrix multiplications needed in the boundary cells in this approach are objectionable since they not only slow down the throughput but also increase the complexity of the boundary cells. We note, McWhirter's original approach based on Givens rotation worked well since only scalars need to be propagated down the diagonal boundary cells and the order of multiplications for the scalars is irrelevant.
Obviously, we prefer to compute (35) from right to left such that only inner product computations are performed. Instead of forming the matrix H i ; and propagating it down, another approach is to use the facts that Hi2 can be expressed by using (17) and the reflection vectors are sent to the right from boundary cells as described in Section 111-A. From these observations, (35) can be computed in a manner similar to the internal cell operation. A new architecture shown in Fig. 4 is thus introduced to circumvent this problem. A column array of internal cells called backward propagation array (BPA) is added at the right-hand side to perform the backward propagation of U , . Each row, say the ith one, needs 2 ( p -i) delayed buffers as shown in Fig. 4 . The U , obtained at the output of RA is then backward propagated through the BPA. for the scalar operations used in the Givens rotation method and t,. is the processing time for vector operations used in the SBHT method; the number of delay elements needed increases from p to ET 2 ( p -i) = p ( p -1); and p additional internal processing cells. The operations of the boundary and internal cells are still given in Fig. 2(b) .
where 0, is an updated U , [ . This is a subset of the opera-
These results clearly show that HT can be implemented simply on a systolic array to achieve massive parallel processing with vector operations. This provides an efficient method to obtain a high throughput rate for recursive LS filtering by using the HT method.
V. TWO-LEVEL PIPELINED IMPLEMENTATIONS The SBHT QRD array and the RLS array discussed in the above sections are derived using the conventional Householder transformation as shown in (1 I). Due to the vector processing nature of the conventional method, the cells of both arrays perform vector operations such as inner products. This means the complexity of each cell is high and the I/O bandwidth is large in order to achieve an effective vector data communication. Each cell, due to the complexity of vector processing, may require a large processor. Clearly, this is not desirable for VLSI implementation. Thus, we are motivated to find a suitable algorithm to pipeline the data down to the word level such that the I/O bandwidth as well as the complexity can be reduced. In addition, we still wish to achieve a high throughput which is needed in many modem signal processing applications.
The conventional approach in computing Householder transformation, y = Tq, based on ( 1 1 Step 1. s,, = l1x1I2.
Step 2. If S,, = 0, then y = q.
Step 3. If S, , # 0 then 
ModGed HT Algorithm (251:
Step 3. If S,, # 0 then
(1) s = Js,, U = XI + s, ( 2 ) s,, = xTq,
With this algorithm, the operations of the cells of the vectorized systolic arrays can be modified as shown in Fig.  5 . As we can see, for the boundary cell, the vector U , which consists of the weighted diagonal element of the upper triangular matrix and one column of the input data block (updated or not), can be sent out immediately when the input x is available, without waiting for any computations as required in the implementation using the con- ventional algorithm. Due to this advantage and the modified operations in the internal cells, we can then pipeline the vector operations down to the word level such that each cell only performs scalar operations, which will significantly reduce its complexity.
A two-level pipelined implementation of the modified HT algorithm is given in Fig. 6(a) . The boundary cell performs three major functions: square and accumulate, square root, and addition. For each data block, the boundary cell fetches one data sample, accumulates the squares of the samples, and sends the data to the right for internal cell. When all the data of the block are processed, the content of S is then sent down for square-root operation. The resultant s is sent to the right for internal cell as well as sent down to obtain U, which is then sent to the right when available. At the same time, when an internal cell receives a U , , it multiplies U , with an input x, and accumulates all these products to obtain S. When S is available, it is sent down for division operation with s, which arrives at the same time, to obtain t; then r is sent down and U again arrives at the same time to compute d. To compute y , of (3) in step 3, we need registers to store U , and x, temporarily. Since data from the next block are continuously being sent into the system, each internal cell needs 2(k + 3) registers to store U, and x, as indicated in Fig. 6(a) . When d is available, the y , are then obtained one by one and sent down for further processing. Data from the next block undergo the same processing. When a new d is available in the internal cell, the corresponding x, and U , are already waiting in the registers. Therefore the vector operations are successfully pipelined down to the word level. This means that by using the modified HT algorithm, we have not only pipelined the SBHT arrays at the vector level but also at the word level. The input data is now skewed in the word level as shown in Fig.  6 (a) rather than in the vector level as shown in Fig. 4 . The functional descriptions of the processing cells for twolevel pipelined implementation are given in Fig. 6(b) . 
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TABLE I COMPARISONS OF THE SBHT AND GIVENS ROTATION METHODS
Givens Rotation
Number of cells Number of delay elements P Number of registers 0 System latency 2p + 1 ( P 2 + 3 P ) P
Cell complexity less Numerical stability good
Since the most time consuming operation of this twolevel pipelined implementation is the square root operation which is also the critical operation in McWhirter's Givens rotation implementation, the throughput of this two-level pipelined implementation is as fast as that of the McWhirter's Givens array. However, with a longer pipeline, a longer system latency for the SBHT method is obtained. This is due to the fact that the registers of the internal cells have to be filled before we can obtain the residual vector. For the SBHT RLS systolic array of order p , we have ( p 2 + 3p)/2 internal cells, including the BPA. Thus, there are a total of ( p 2 + 3p)(k + 3) registers for the whole system. The system latency is given by t , = 2p(k + 4), which is linearly proportional to p and k .
However, for the Givens rotation method, the system latency is only ts = 2 p + 1 . Comparisons of both RLS arrays based on the SBHT and Givens rotation are summarized in Table I . In general, the throughput of the SBHT RLS systolic array is as fast as the Givens rotation method. Of course, while the cell complexity of the SBHT array is higher, it does offer better numerical stability 1261. A detailed backward error analysis carried out by Wilkinson showed that for an n x n matrix A , after n(n -1)/2
Givens rotations, the roundoff error in the upper triangular matrix is in the order of O (~, n~/~p l l A 1 1 ) [26, p. 1381, while a series of (n -1) HT gives (3(KhnpllAll) [26, p. 1601, with K~ and Kh being constants and p a machine floating point computation precision.
VI. CONSTRAINED RLS PROBLEMS
In the above sections, we have dealt with an unconstrained RLS problem. The RLS systolic array considered there was motivated originally by the sidelobe canceller beamformation problem [ 181. Other practical motivation could have come from the adaptive filtering problem [6]. However, there are other signal processing applications which are modeled by a constrained RLS problem. The MVDR beamformation constitutes such an example [ 191, [20] , [23] . It is interesting to determine whether a systolic array for an unconstrained RLS problem can also be used for a constrained RLS problem. In [ 191, McWhirter and Shepherd showed an extension of the unconstrained RLS array to the MVDR beamforming problem. Based on their approach, we shall also demonstrate the implementation of a MVDR beamformation problem using a SBHT RLS array.
The MVDR beamforming problem is to minimize subject to the linear constaints of ~( ' )~w ' ' ) ( n )
where L is the number of constraints. We are interested in the a posteriori residual vector where b"'(n -1 ) is an arbitrary ((n -1)k -p ) x 1 vector. Then from Lemma 1, (8), and (9), we have
Thus, a"'(n) = h-2(XHll(n)a("(n -1)) can be obtained by updating a(')(n -1) in a way similar to that u(n) is obtained by updating u(n -1) using (32). The only differences are the input for updating a"'(n -1) is a zero vector and a scaling factor XP2. Due to the structure of H in Lemma 1, the vector b'"( a ) plays no role in the updating of a(')( e ) . Furthermore, from (27) and (29), we have e,@) = XTR-'(n)u(n) -y,.
From ( 3 2 ) , we see that u(n) results from the update of 
and from (45), we then obtain p ( I ) &An).
Cljyn) = ~ . II a%) II This equation reveals that by the proper scaling of 2,,(n), which can be obtained from the SBHT RLS systolic array, we can obtain the a posteriori residual vector, Cjf'(n), of the MVDR beamformation. Fig. 7 shows an extension of the SBHT RLS array for the new problem. Now one more data channel is needed for the RA to pipeline cumulation of l/u(')(n)l12, and the scaling of the residual vector is done at the bottom of the RA when a new ~~u ( ' ) ( * )~~~ is available. Each RA/BPA pair in Fig. 7 represents one of the K constraints. The optimal a posteriori residual vector of each linear constraint is obtained at the output of the corresponding backward propagation array.
As pointed out in [19] , there are two ways to initialize the array. One method is to set R(0) = 61, where 6 is a small scalar, and thus from (44), ~( '~( 0 ) = 6-'c"', 1 = 1, . . . , L. Another method is to obtain R(n) to some time n, then use (44) to obtain u(')(n). The details of a twomode operation required for this initialization procedure are also considered in [ 191.
where h is a column vector, J is a pseudoidentity matrix
with Zp representing preserving the previous Cholesky factor, Ik incorporating the new data for updating, -1 k discarding the old data for downdating, and 
We can compress all of the J-pseudo energy of a vector a into its j th entry by premultiplying it (performing pseudoorthogonal transformation) by Hj and choosing End; End.
Same as previous sections, it can be shown that Q' = is the lower right submatrix of the hyperbolic Householder reflection matrix . . . -y -] representing the new and old data block to be up/downdated, respectively. The residual vector e therefore can be written as e = -A$')' -* ASp" U , which can be computed by a series of backward matrix-vector multiplications as given in previous sections. A block HHT systolic array for RLS filtering is given in Fig. 8 . Fig. 9 depicts the modified boundary and regular processors based on Tsao's algorithm.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have shown that the Householder transformation can be implemented on a systolic array. By using a two-level pipelined implementation, the throughput of the SBHT RLS systolic array can be as fast as that of the original Givens array in [ 181. While, the system latency is longer for the SBHT, it provides a better numerical stability than the Givens method. Clearly, the Givens array is i! special case of the SBHT array with a block size of one. In general, the block size is an important variable. A larger block size results in a better numerical stability, while the system latency is increased. Many known properties of the Givens array are also applicable to the SBHT array. For example, the real-time algorithm-based fault-tolerant scheme proposed in [ 141 can also be easily incorporated into the SBHT RLS array. From the results described in this paper, it shows that the Householder transformation method is useful in real-time high throughput applications of modem signal processing as well as in VLSI implementation.
